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INTRODUCTION
Recent educational reform in Chile promotes a cultural change from competition to collaboration between schools, as a principle to foster
systemic improvement. Aligned with this principle, in 2015, the Ministry of Education implemented a national strategy of School
Improvement Networks (SIN), seeking to strengthen collaboration between public school leaders. In this context, a new type of extended
school leadership emerges: systemic leadership. Consequently, the professional development of school leaders as systemic leaders becomes
critical to ensure the sustainability of the SINs and the cultural change associated with the reform. This paper presents a follow-up study of a
pilot professional development (PD) program, implemented in 2016 and designed to develop systemic leadership capacity in principals
and curriculum coordinators who actively participated in SINs.

METHODS AND INSTRUMENTS

PILOT PD PROGRAM

53 principals and
curriculum coordinators

Experiential
learning approach

Structured sets of
systemic leadership tasks

Questionnaire

Interviews

MAIN FINDINGS
What did they learn about working in networks?
Incorporation of concepts related to network language made it
possible for participants to think about their own practices from
a different perspective.
Purpose: shared purpose that motivates the group to
work together.
Collaboration: collaborative work makes possible the
improvement of all the partner schools.
Distributed leadership: changing relationships within
the school, as well as between schools.

How were "key learnings" implemented/transferred?
Transference of knowledge and skills was slow and complex since it
implied making cultural changes in networks and schools.
Schools: first spaces of transformation, possibly because
principals and curriculum coordinators have more capacity to
lead change.
Networks: transference to networks was heterogeneous due to
contextual differences (informative vs. collaborative,
hierarchical vs. horizontal)
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Systemic leaders acquired knowledge to
organize their networks (define shared
purpose, agree structure, establish
processes) and skills to create conditions
for joint actions with focus on school work
(collaboration, reciprocity, trust).

However, the PD program needs to consider
other issues, such as key characteristics of
effective networks, as well as the
development stages these go through, to
prepare systemic leaders for applying their
learnings in their networks.

Moreover, the PD needs of systemic leaders
are not restricted to the network, and
are projected to other areas where it is
necessary to facilitate peer learning for
educational improvement (school and
district/territory levels).

